Circadian rhythm of stroke onset during the month of Ramadan.
The onset of acute stroke exhibits a circadian pattern occurring more frequently in late morning hours. The objective of this study was to investigate the diurnal pattern of stroke during the month of Ramadan. We studied consecutive stroke patients 1 month before Ramadan (BR) and during Ramadan (DR) over two successive years 2007 and 2008. The age, gender, risk factor profiles were analyzed. The National Institute of Health and Stroke Scale Score (NIHSS) was used for clinical assessment at admission. The exact time of stroke onset in both groups was obtained. A total of 507 patients were studied: 245 patients in the DR group and 262 patients in the BR group. The age distribution of patients was not significantly different between the two groups. There was no statistically significant difference in the sex ratio, risk factors, and NIHSS score between the two groups (P > 0.05). The higher frequency of stroke onset time in the BR group was in the time between 6:00 a.m. and noon; whereas the frequency was higher between noon and 6:00 p.m. in the DR group. A significant shift of the circadian pattern of stroke onset time from the period between 6:00 a.m. and noon to that between noon and 6:00 pm has been found during the month of Ramadan.